
Chapter 3: Trading Strategy Implementation 
 

The last section was on discussion of basic technical analysis and market 
psychology which are basically beliefs on how markets tend to behave and the 
underlying psychology behind the price movements. From this section and on, we will 
shift to a different gear and explore actual trading system application.  
 
3-1 Time Frames 
 

There are many different kinds of traders that trade in different time frames. For a 
day traders, he fixates his eyes on the 5 minute bar charts all day, and for longer position 
traders, they focus their attention solely on the daily bar charts. What if you compare the 
daily chart with the 5 minute chart? One may realize that it is possible for the market to 
be moving in different directions in different time frames. You may be seeing a uptrend 
in the weekly chart, while dailies are crashing, and hourly chart in a trading range while 
the 10 minute chart is rallying. In which direction should we trade? It is useful to take a 
step back and look at the bigger picture, the concept is to choose the favorite time frame 
that will be traded and immediately go one level above that to identify the overall trend. 
A factor of five is a useful rule of thumb to follow when choosing a long time frame. 
For example a day trader normally trading 5 minute bars can expand 5 times and look at 
a 25 minute or 3o minute charts. A trader looking at daily charts can expand 5 times and 
look at weekly charts. The idea is to go to the longer time frame to identify the overall 
trend and make strategic decision to trade in the direction of the longer term trend. And 
then go one level lower to our favorite time frame to make tactical decision on where to 
enter, exit, and place profit targets and protective stops. Use at least 2 time frames to 
trade.  
 
3-2 Introduction to indicators  
 

Indicators are chosen because they are more objective than just pattern indication. 
With price patterns, sometimes the patterns are elusive, and identification is largely 
subjective, so people tend to project what they expect to see onto the charts and interpret 
price movement patterns in whichever way they desire, losing objectivity in the process. 
With computer generated indicators and specific trading rules, exact moments to enter 
and exit are more definite and based on a numerical value (i.e.: when the weekly 
average line crosses the price chart, go long) so it is easier to maintain objectivity and 
discipline with indicators. The other merit for indicators is that it helps the trader see the 
shift of power between bears and bulls behind the movement of prices, it can be seen as 
a x-ray which help trader see what is really going on behind the price movements, most 
of the time, everyone just looks at price movements, it pays to keep an eye on indicators 



that few people pay attention to and detect trend shifts earlier than the majority. A wide 
array of indicators will be introduced here, and the number of indicators are deliberately 
limited to 5, because too many indicators will produce an overwhelming amount of 
conflicting views and undermine the usefulness of each indicator. Yet, it is also 
necessary to have a good mix of indicators of differing types. There are mainly two 
types of indicators, Trend-following indicators and Oscillators. Each type has its 
advantages and disadvantages. Trend following indicators include moving averages, 
MACD (moving average convergence-divergence), Directional system and others. 
Trend following indicator help us catch trends, and big trend earns big money, these 
indicators have built in mechanism that allows trader to lock onto one trend and ride it, 
where trend-following indicators lack is it lags when trends reverse, they turn after 
trends reverse. Oscillators include Force Index, and Stochastics, among others; they 
help catch turning points by showing when markets are overbought (too high and ready 
to fall) or oversold (too low and ready to rise). Oscillators work great in trading ranges, 
yet they give premature sell signals in uptrends and buy signals in downtrends. As 
expected, indicators from different group contradict one another , some focus and 
believe in one indicator, others try to average a basket of different indicators in order to 
resolve the disagreement. Professionals realize that those efforts are rather useless 
because different indicators are useful in different situations and time frames. The 
multiple screen trading system resolves the disagreement between indicators by linking 
them with different time frames. “The key principle is to being the analysis by stepping 
back from the markets and looking at the big picture for strategic decisions. Use a 
long-term chart to decide whether you are bullish or bearish, and then return closer to 
the market to make tactical choices about where and when to enter and exit” 
(Elder,1993).   
 
3-3 Moving averages 
  

Moving averages are among the oldest and simplest indicators for traders, they 
help identify trends and find areas for entering trades. We plot moving averages as lines 
on price chart, and each line is a plot of the latest average price. Price movements are 
the collective consensus or mood of the market participants, each price movement is just 
a snapshot of the market crowd at the moment of the trade. What if you were told to 
judge a person's personality or from a single snapshot photo of the person? It is hard to 
tell whether the person is a optimist, pessimist, bull or bear from one single photo. What 
if you were to take a photo each day of the same person in the same setting for a 
consecutive 10 days. You then took the photos to a photo shop and made a composite 
photo out of the 10 photos by super imposing it on one another (kind of like averaging 
it). You then will be able to get a better idea of the person's recent mood and maybe 
recent personality. A 5 day moving average (MA) averages the price for the past 5 days 



and 10 day MA averages the prices for the past 10 days and so on.  
 
5 day moving average = Sum of closing price of last 5 days / 5 (days)  
 

It adds new prices as they occur and drops old ones. A rising MA shows that the 
crowd is getting more bullish, a falling MA shows that the crowd is becoming more 
bearish. For traders who rely on daily and weekly charts it is useful to average the daily 
closing price, because it reflect the final consensus of the value in that day; the most 
important price of the day. For day traders, the closing of 5 minute or hourly bar have 
no such significance. So it is better to average the price of each bar, for example taking 
the average of the open, close, low, high of each bar.  
 

While using moving averages the investor may stumble across a question of, how 
long of a time frame should you use MA? Each market has a different temperament, and 
different behavior due to the difference in its participants. The main function of a MA is 
to smooth out the jagged price movements to better aide the trader determine the 
dominating trend. The more days of data the MA incorporates into the average, the 
smoother the data is. The trade off of the smoothness of longer period MAs is that it 
responds slower to trend changes. The shorter period MA tracks price movements and 
trend changes better, but it is easier deceived by short term price deviations from the 
main trend (more jagged). So the rule of thumb is that a moving average shorter than the 
10 bars defeats the purpose of a trend following indicator. The key to determining MA 
lengths is an art, not too long and not too short. So for example, if a trader was trading 
daily bar charts, and wants to expand out and identify the trend dominating the longer 
time frame on the weekly charts. He would start with the 26 week MA, and shorten the 
number without sacrificing too much of the smoothness. The goal here is to determine 
the overall trend, so roughly half a year worth of data (26 weeks) would suit the purpose, 
and depending on the particular instrument and market conditions the period could be 
shortened. For daily charts, use roughly 22 day MA, which roughly represent the 
number of trading days in a month and see whether you can make it shorter. If the trader 
specializes in only a handful of markets he can test the different lengths of MA to get 
the shortest possible MA which also provides smoothly flowing lines which coincides 
with the trader's trading style (shorter MA for shorter term trader and etc.) We are 
reminded that “the moving average lines are primarily for determining current trend” 
(Salcedo,2007). When the market price is above the moving average line, making the 
slope positive then the trend is bullish. When the price is below the moving average, 
making the slope of the moving average negative, the trend is bearish. A professional 
trader Toni Turner’s personal rule being “my personal rule dictates that I don’t buy 
stocks trading under their 20 MAs.” (Turner,2007) showed how the relationship 
between the price and the MA can reveal the current trend. But one must realize that 



when a reversal or ending of a trend occurs, this trend following methodology will no 
longer work, so traders must lookout for that. Another way to pinpoint the current trend 
of the market is to employ multiple moving average lines, and the cross over of the 
longer term moving average line (22-day) by the shorter moving average line (11-day) 
indicates changes and perhaps shifting of the current predominant trend. But as a trend 
following indicator, the downside of moving averages is that they are relatively 
ineffective in markets going sideways. 
 

The MA we have discussed so far involves simple moving average. For example a 
10 day moving average would be the sum of the closing price for the last 10 days 
divided by 10. The flaw with the simple MA is that the price movements for the 10 days 
are weighted equally, so the price of yesterday has the same weight as the price 10 days 
ago, with trading current and new data should have more importance. Consider the 
example that if today the price shoots up and the new high price pushes the MA up, 
giving a buy signal, this is good we want the MA to respond to new prices. But what if 
10 days later, when that high price is pushed out of the MA, the MA also drops, giving a 
sell signal. This is very disturbing because in the previous example, if we used 11 day 
MA instead of the 10 day MA, we would then get the sell signal a day later, and by the 
same logic if we shorten the period we would get the signal a day earlier. This obvious 
“kinked” or unbalanced feature of the simple moving average (SMA) can be the source 
of some uneasiness for some traders, so there are other kinds of moving averages that 
can be used. Many professionals depend on the use   of exponential moving average 
(EMA). EMA reacts more to incoming new price movements and at the same time, it 
does not just drop the old prices from the time window, instead it slowly squeezes old 
prices out with the passage of time.  
 
EMA = P * K + EMA (yesterday) * (1 - K)  
 
where P is today's price 
and K = 2/N+1 
To get EMA of yesterday in the beginning, a trader can use simple MA to begin with.  
 

Whichever type of MA one may use, the most important feature of the MA is the 
direction of its slope. When a MA points up trade from the long side, refrain from going 
short when the MA points down, trade from the short side and refrain from going long.   
When a MA starts to jerk up and down, it is better to stop using trend-following 
indicators and take its signal at a discount. So in major trends, it is best to enter position 
when price comes close to the MA instead of chasing rallies that rise way above the MA 
or shorting into falling prices way below the MA. Assuming that a MA is selected and it 
tracks the market well, but the price movements are often so explosive that it never 



retraces back to the MA line, making it impossible to take a position near the MA line. 
To resolve this problem, use a second shorter MA line to catch pullbacks of the trend to 
put on position. Use longer MA to track trends, and use shorter MA to find entry points 
when the price crosses the shorter MA. In this regard, the MA is a great tool to follow 
trends and find entry points. 

 

 
Moving average lines work the same way whether if it is down or up trend.  
 
Trading with trendlines and moving averages primarily is a style of trading called trend 
following. This trading method is recommended as it is the method that most winners in 
the market use. Yet we must realize the many limitations of the trend following system. 
First of all, it cannot work in a trend less market or in a Trading Range market. Second 



of all most trend following system some portion of the profits, because the trend itself is 
required to signify the beginning of a trend, but by that time, a portion of profits will 
already have been missed. Trend following systems that are too sensitive may give 
earlier entry signals but it also provides false trending signals, for example telling you to 
go long when an uptrend hasn’t formed yet.  
 
 
3-4 Channels (also known as Envelopes) 
 

We so far have focused our discussion on entry points for trends. For exit points in 
trends we turn to our next indicator, channels on MA (also called envelopes on some 
software)  
 

The financial markets is a very emotional place, they rise in powerful rallies, and 
collapses in breathtaking declines. Price movements of the markets oscillates from 
moment to moment, yet it is common sense to realize that fundamental values of 
companies that represent stocks or any other fundamental trading instruments change 
slowly. Some people say that market price is connected to the real intrinsic value of the 
underlying by a mile long rubber band, market trading activity swings the price above 
and below the fundamentals. The fluctuations of prices on the market are driven by 
waves of emotions such as greed and fear. It pays to remain calm and realistic and take 
profits from the emotional ebb and flux of the market. The trick is to tell when market 
has reached an overvalued or undervalued level. Professionals can rely on indicators 
that are oscillators and channels. A channel (envelope) consists of two lines, one above 
and one below a moving average. There are two types of channels: straight envelopes 
and standard deviation channels (also known as Bollinger bands). Bollinger bands 
change in response to volatility due to the standard deviation. There are mainly two 
kinds of channels, moving average envelopes (channel) or Bollinger Bands. Upon 
comparing the moving average envelopes to the Bollinger Bands, it was concluded that 
“moving average performs better for short term trades while Bollinger Bands perform 
better for long term trades” (Leung,2003). Since technical trading rules are usually 
designed for short term investment purpose, moving average envelopes will be favored 
over Bollinger Bands in this system designed to trade stocks and futures. This 
sensitivity to volatility makes Bollinger bands useful for option traders. Traders of 
stocks and futures are more suited to straight channels. These channels keep a constant 
distance from a moving average providing steadier price targets for profit taking. The 
lines are drawn a certain percentage above and below the MA, if dual moving averages 
are used, draw channel lines parallel to the longer one.  
 
Upper channel line = MA + MA * C 



Lower channel line = MA – MA * C 
 
Where C is the channel coefficient 
 

What channel coefficient to use depend on the price movement, this is again not an 
exact science. The goal is to adjust the coefficient until the channel contains about 95% 
of the price movements for the past several months. So more volatile markets require 
wider channels (larger coefficient), longer term markets require wider channels as well. 
The main function of channels is for profit targets and profit taking. In trending markets, 
if you buy near a rising moving average, take profits in the vicinity of the upper channel 
line. If you sell short near a falling moving average, buy back in the vicinity of the 
lower channel line. Channels catch swings above and below value but not major trends.  
 

 

Occasionally, after the trader takes profit in the vicinity of the channels, prices 
would exceed and take off leaving the trader in regret not staying with the position 
longer. In such case, most professionals would wait for a pull back and stick to their 
systems. In the case when there is not an obvious trend and the moving average is flat, 
go long at the lower channel line and sell short at the upper channel line and take profits 
when prices return to the moving average, because in trading ranges, the likely hood of 
price oscillating is larger, and a tight stop can be placed several ticks beyond the 
channels. Professionals tend to bet on the return to normalcy, where beginners believe 
that every breakout will be followed by a massive move in the direction of the breakout. 
It pays to be on the side of the professionals. It is important to realize that trading with 
channels is mainly swing trading, and hence it is very important to trade in a market 



with a large enough swing. So there is more room for profits and practicing swing 
trading, some people may think that for markets of smaller channels, the solution is to 
trade larger position, in that case, the slippage of those narrow-channeled market can be 
very significant and should be avoided. The same advice applies to traders trying to day 
trade with channels, the channel for intraday charts are simply too small to be of any use 
for traders, so channel trading is not appropriate for day trading. Another creative way 
to use the moving average channel is as entry signals, when a trader uses channels as 
entry signals it is helpful to narrow the channel and an upside penetration of the moving 
average channel can be used as a buy confirmation for uptrend, and downside 
penetration of the channel as sell short signal. If used this way, it cannot be over 
emphasized that the channels be narrowed.(Schwager,1997).  
 
3-5 MACD-Histogram 
 

MACD stands for Moving Average Convergence-Divergence. This is an indicator 
which combines 3 moving averages into 2 MACD lines. MACD can be further 
enhanced by plotting the difference between the two lines as a histogram. This is one of 
the best tools in catching changes in trend. As we have discussed, price reflects the 
average consensus of value in one moment. A moving average shows the average 
consensus of value during a selected period of time. A fast MA reflects average 
consensus during a more recent shorter period of time, a slow MA measures consensus 
during a longer period of time. MACD-Histogram measures changes in consensus by 
tracking the spread between fast and slow moving averages. The original creator of 
MACD Gerald Appel used exponential moving average (EMA) to create MACD. The 
standard parameter for MACD are 12, 26, 9, so the basic process is. 
 

1. Calculate 12 day EMA of closing prices 
2. Calculate 26 day EMA of closing prices 
3. Subtract 26 day EMA from 12 day EMA – this is the fast or MACD line. 
4. Calculate a 9 day EMA of the fast line, this is the slow or signal line.  
 

 Traders usually accept the default values of 12,26,9, but if the trader is only 
focused on a few markets it maybe valuable to experiment with different values that 
more closely track the turning points in the market.  
 
 MACD provides the trader with the essential function detecting trend reversals 
and a trend-following indicator. “The MACD is useful in identifying the four stages in 
the cycle of the stock market: downtrending, downtrend but ready to turn up, uptrending, 
and uptrending ready to turn down. The MACD indicator can be used for better 
performance if paired with certain basic monetary indicators that define bullish and 



bearish configurations in pattern of interest rates, inflation, and decisions made by the 
Federal Reserve Board” (Appel,2003). Appel emphasized the importance that if in align 
with the broader picture trend reaffirms the MACD's usefulness in the daily charts, 
especially when the daily trading signals are re-confirmed by the signals provided by 
the bigger picture trend, be it macro economic conditions mentioned in this article or the 
bigger picture trend identified at the weekly chart, which is incorporated in this system 
by observing the weekly charts to obtain information on the bigger picture. Due to the 
fact that Gerald Appel is the inventor of MACD, it may be more convincing to invite the 
opinion of MACD from another source: “MACD can be overlaid on a longer-term 
weekly or monthly chart to help determine the strength of the longer-term price trend, or 
if a major trend change is due, which further confirms the concept of MACD being an 
effective trend follower” (Wyckoff,2005). In my personal opinion, this scholarly 
statement is actually applied in the markets through the application of the MACD- 
divergence methodology of spotting reversals. Back to the MACD indicator; The fast 
line reflects a shorter term consensus of value while the slow signal line reflects a 
longer term consensus. When fast line crosses and exceeds slow line, it shows market 
participants are becoming more bullish; a good time to go long. When fast line crosses 
and plunges lower than the slow line, it shows that recent market participants are getting 
more bearish; a good time to go short. MACD lines follows trends, and their crossovers 
mark trend reversals, like all trend following indicators, during choppy trading ranges, 
MACD lines tend to give false signals. The spread between MACD lines measure the 
difference between short term and longer term view of the markets, but sometimes the 
spread is tiny and not easy to discern, to get a better and more objective view, traders 
plot the spread onto a histogram known as MACD-Histogram.  
 
MACD-Histogram = Fast MACD line – Slow signal line 
 
 The slope of the MACD histogram shows whether bulls or bears are getting 
stronger. Slope of the histogram means the relationship of the height of the 2 latest bars. 
When the histogram ticks up (slope positive) it is a good time to go long. When the 
histogram ticks down (slope negative, it is a good time to go short.  
 
 It would be a waste to limit the usefulness of MACD-histogram by merely 
tracking the up ticks and downticks of the histogram to fish for minor buy and sell 
signals. “MACD-histogram can provide one of the strongest signals in technical 
analysis. The signal is the divergence between the peaks and bottoms of price and 
MACD-Histogram (MACD-H).  A divergence occurs when the trend of price highs 
and lows go one way and the trend of tops and bottoms of MACD-H go the opposite 
way. These signals are the most prominent on the daily charts” (Elder,2002). We will 
use a bullish divergence to illustrate this powerful signal. Assuming the price traces a 



low, briefly rallies and plunges to a new lower low. The MACD-H which is usually 
negative during a down trend will break above the zero line and turn slightly positive, 
and during the second lower low on the price chart, the MACD-H traces a negative dip 
that is much less negative than the first negative dip during the first plunge of the price. 
So we now have a lower price coupled with a less negative MACD-H, it shows that 
bears are weaker now and the downtrend is ready for a reversal. This is a prime time to 
go long after MACD-H ticks up from its second more shallow bottom. The same rules 
apply to a bearish divergence with MACD-H, that is when prices rally, decline briefly 
and then rally to a new high, but MACD-H rallies, falls below zero line, rallies again to 
a lower level, this is a bearish divergence, a prime time to go short. These divergence 
signals are the strongest on daily charts, and weekly charts mark the beginnings of the 
switch between bear and bull markets. As strong as this signal is, traders should always 
use stop loss when trading, as nothing is certain in the markets. My personal experience 
with MACD-H divergences is that the trader should wait for the MACD to start forming 
peaks and not jump into conclusion prematurely, this pattern can be a strong pattern, but 
at the time of this writing, I have personally lost money trading this pattern by jumping 
into a trade prematurely.    

 
 
 
 



MACD Divergence Chart (Same concept as chart in previous page but for bearish 
situations) :  

 

  
A third way to use MACD-H is in the longer time frame, when a MACD-H reaches a 
new multi-month peak, it indicates that bulls are extremely strong, and the 
corresponding price peak is likely to be retested and maybe exceeded. When MACD-H 
drops to a multi-month low it shows that bears are extremely strong and the 
corresponding price low is likely to be retested and maybe exceeded.  
 
3-6 Force Index 
 
Although price level is more important than volume, volume is often another layer of 
market data overlooked, hence volume often give traders insights beyond the average 
trader who only look at price charts. Price, as said many times, is the average consensus 
of value among market participants, and volume reflects their level of commitment in 
the particular price level. To take it a step further, if an indicator take both volume and 
price movement into account, it would represent an indicator that most competitors do 
not pay attention to, which can become a competitive edge for a trader. Price charts are 
under scrutiny by thousands of traders around the world, it is a competitive edge to 
incorporate other non price related data such as trading volume into a indicator such as 
Force Index. 
 
Force Index asks 3 questions; Is the price going up or down? How big is the change? 
How much volume did it take to move the price? As mentioned in the volume section of 
basic technical analysis, strong price moves backed by volume are more likely to 



continue than weak price movement with little volume. 
 
Force Index = (Close Today – Close Yesterday) * Volume Today 
 
The raw force Index is very jagged, being positive one day and negative the other. It 
works better if the Force Index is smoothed out with a moving average. If smoothed out 
with a longer term MA such as 13 Days EMA or longer, the shifts between the balance 
of power between bulls and bears will be measured. To locate entry and exit points, it is 
more appropriate to use a two day EMA of the force index as an oscillator indicator. The 
most important tip to remember is to combine with a trend following indicator, so for 
example a trend following indicator such as 22-day EMA can be included. With the 
trend being up and the two day EMA Force Index declines below zero, it gives a buy 
signal, to profit take either sell after Force Index turn positive, or wait till price hits 
upper channel or when the EMA turns flat. When trend is down and the two day EMA 
of Force Index rallies above zero, it gives a sell signal, to profit take either sell after 
Force Index turns below zero, or when prices hit the lower channel or when the EMA 
turns flat.  

 
The second way to use Force Index is to spot the occasional giant spikes (8 times or 
more when compared to the force index of the normal height for the past two months).  
These giant spikes on the 2 Day Force Index identify areas of emotional trading in the 
markets, meaning buying or selling panic. Panics like this signals a likely exhaustion of 
trends, so profits should be taken on existing positions that was following the 
predominant trend.   
 



The a third way to use the force index is to look for divergences between peaks and 
bottoms of prices and Force Index, which help forecast turning points. If the price are 
rallying, but peaks in Force Index is becoming lower, it is a sign of weakness in the 
rallying. If the price is falling, but the dips in the Force Index is becoming shallower, it 
signals the weakness of the decline. The divergence between the patterns of peaks or 
bottoms of Force Index and prices show that the trend is becoming weaker. If trend if up 
and you are long, take profits when the 2 day Force Index traces a bearish divergence – 
a lower peak in the indicator during a higher price peak in the market. If trend is down 
and you are short, take profits when price make a lower peak while the dips of the Force 
index traces shallower. Notice most of the uses of the oscillator indicator : Force Index 
go hand in hand with a trend following indicator, it is essential to remember to pair this 
oscillator with a trend following indicator.  
 

 



3-7 Stochastic 
 
In a day of trading activity, the high represent the maximum power of bulls to bid prices 
up. Where the low of day represent the maximum power of bears to sell prices low. The 
trading activities in a day may bring prices sky high one moment, and bring prices down 
low just as easily, but the closing price which represents the final balance in consensus 
of value in the markets, this is usually set by the actions of smart money. It pays to be 
on the smart money’s side and doing whatever the smart money is doing. Hence 
stochastic is an oscillating indicator that gives emphasis to the closing price in relation 
to the range of price movements for the past few days. If bulls lift prices during the day 
but cannot close them near the high, then stochastic signals weakness in the bulls and it 
is good time to sell. If bears push prices down during the day, but cannot manage to 
close near the lows, the bears were pushed back and showed weakness, stochastic would 
signal a buy. There are 3 types of stochastic : fast, slow, full. Fast Stochastic is made up 
of two lines %K and %D. 
 
%K = (Today’s Closing Price – Low[n])/(High[n] – Low[n]) *100 
 
Where Low[n] is the lowest low for the past n days 
High[n] is the highest high for the past n days 
n is the number of past days the trader wishes to examine.  
 
Usually the oscillator’s function is to determine recent and upcoming turns in prices so 
short term time window is better, usually 5-7 days.  
 
The %D line is simply the 3 day simple moving average of the %K.  
 
For the slow stochastic, there is also a %K line and %D line. And they are just the 
3-period simple moving average of their respective parts of the fast stochastic. So the 
%K (slow) is the 3 period simple MA of %K (fast), the %D (slow) is the 3 period 
simple MA of the %D (fast). One may realize that the %D(fast) is in face equal to the 
%K (slow).  
 
Stochastic is designed to oscillate between 0 and 100. The low levels mark oversold 
markets ready to rally, and the high levels mark overbought market ready to decline. 
Horizontal lines indicating extreme values should be drawn, the level depends on the 
market and for starters, they can be drawn at the 15 and 85 levels.  
 
Beginners looking for obvious smoothed oversold or overbought areas can use slow 
stochastic, because it is a smoothed version of the fast stochastic. As a general rule of 



thumb, the first use of the stochastic as an oscillating indicator is to look for a chance to 
buy when Stochastic is near its lower reference line (over sold area). And look for a 
chance to sell when Stochastic is near its upper reference line (over bought area.) The 
most important point to keep in mind is that for the safest trading signals, oscillating 
indicators should best be used with a trend following indicator, and only take the 
Stochastic signals that is in line with the main trend. When the Stochastic Oscillator is 
“applied to the chart of oil price, and when coupled with a pull back to the support line, 
the indicator correctly predicted a rally when the Stochastic Oscillator reached an 
oversold region.”(Abrams,2004). While I do not personally apply the Stochastic 
oscillator as an entry signal, I do use it as a warning signal in which trades to weed out 
and only take the quality trades. The way Stochastic indicator swings up and down 
tempts traders to take its signal as valid only when it starts to turn around, but since the 
purpose is to look for entry opportunity here, traders should enter positions as soon as 
the mere fact that Stochastic reaches an extreme level.  

 
 
The most useful Stochastic signal is actually like danger signs warning you where not to 
go. So do not buy when Stochastic is above the upper reference line and do not sell 
short when it is below its lower reference line. So far we have discussed several 
indicators and the ways to use it, and it is important to bear in mind when the indicator 
is the most useful. For example moving averages are better than Stochastic at 
identifying trends, MACD-Histogram is better at identifying reversals. Channels are 
better at identifying profit targets. Force index is used for catching entry and exit points. 
The problem with these indicator is that they are all telling you to do something all the 
time. Stochastic identifies the danger zones of what not to do in certain areas when 



trying to enter into positions. 
 

 
 
3-8 Putting it all together: Practical Trading System Application. 
 

Having gone over the basic building blocks of technical analysis and various 
indicators, we are now in a position to combine the different technical analysis 
techniques we have discussed and elaborate on how to put the components together into 
a trading method or trading system. How the components work with each other under 
different situations will be discussed. 

This system in a nutshell is to analyze markets in several different time frames and 
to use both trend-following indicators and oscillators. We make a higher level 
“strategic” decision to trade long or short using trend-following indicators on long term 
charts. Then we zoom in on the shorter-term charts and make lower level “tactical” 
decisions on where to enter and exit positions. By examining several time frames, trades 
that seem attractive at first are filtered out, leaving behind only the most cautious and 
careful trades with the highest chance for success. The major theme of this system is 
about being cautious and careful, in other words finding the trades that are the easiest. 
In some fields it may be noble to pursue more difficult, challenging endeavors to 
challenge one self. In trading, passing up easy trades and going for the challenging 
trades is a sign of sure stupidity. The matter of the fact is there are no easy trades or hard 
trades in trading, there are only high probability trades versus low probability trades in 
trading, the key to good trading is to take only the high probability trades. One can 
never be sure of where the market will go tomorrow, so the key to success is to find the 



trades that are “most likely” to succeed (high probability) and cut losses with discipline 
when those trades do not go as planned, and to repeat each time with discipline. So what 
consists of highly probable trades? It consists of taking in views from several different 
time frames with different types of indicators and different data sources (price and 
volume). And only take trades when most of the sources are in harmony and point in the 
same direction. There is a saying of “Even when the volcano erupts during winter, it 
does not change the fact that winter is still cold “ so this trading system is to always 
align one’s position with the overall bigger picture. When in doubt, always jump out of 
the box and look at the bigger picture, when trades are in the direction of the bigger 
picture trends, it makes the likelihood of success that much higher. In addition to 
employing views from different time frames, the system also incorporates the 
“opinions” of different types of indicators, namely trend-following and oscillating 
indicators. This can be viewed as a company is more likely to employ people with 
different expertise which bring different skill sets into a company for a variety of 
opinions, for example a normal diversified company hires lawyers, accountants, 
engineers, managers; all working towards a common goal. So for indicators we have 
two major groups; trend followers and oscillators.  
 
3-9 Indicators: Trend Following VS Oscillator 
 
Trend following indicators; that help identify trends. Moving averages, and MACD 
lines. These rise when markets are rising and decline when markets fall, they also go 
flat when market enter trading ranges (when price oscillates up and down or stay flat).  
 
Oscillators help catch turning points in the market by identifying overbought and 
oversold conditions. Oscillators such as envelopes(channels), Force Index, Stochastic 
show when rallies or declines have outrun themselves and are ready to reverse.  
 
A system then must be set up to resolve all the contradictions between the indicators by 
observing the different time frames. Which basically entails making strategic decisions 
on long term charts listening to trend following indicators. Then proceed on to make 
tactical decisions about entries and exits and where to place buy and sell on the shorter 
term charts.  
 
Besides the combined efforts of the different indicators to extract the best decision with 
the highest probability, it is also important to realize that there are many ways to use the 
indicators, so for example as described you could use a trend-following trading system, 
as described by using trend following indicators to determine the trend, and then the 
oscillators help you pin point entry points. Or you could use counter-trend trading, by 
first identifying the current trend using trend following indicator, and with a 



combination of divergences between price movements and indicators, along with 
weakness in the trend following indicator, identify a point when the trend is coming to 
an end and trade against the trend. By employing different types of trading system (ie 
trend following and counter trend trading) at the same time, the trader is diversifying his 
positions.(Schwager,1997)  



3-10 Choose your battle ground: Time frame and Market Selection 
 
Time Frame to Trade 
 

The time frame we will trade from with this system is the daily charts. And we will 
expand by a factor of 5 to weekly charts to determine the overall trend. The reason is 
daily is chosen is because unlike the intraday charts where market volatility can create a 
lot of “noise”, daily charts consists of bars that indicate one day’s worth of trading, and 
always includes the most important price of the day; the closing price. With this feature, 
it eliminates much market noise and gives the trader time to analyze the bigger trend 
that is going under way. Another great benefit of trading daily charts is that it requires 
less frequent trades to save on commissions and also allows the trader time to monitor 
multiple markets and look for more obvious trading opportunities instead of focusing on 
a single market. Markets can go up, go down and go sideways. What this system does 
well is to catch and follow the up trends and the downtrends of the market. By taking in 
consideration of the usual market behavior of swings to take profits and also the ability 
to catch reversals (uptrend turning downtrend or downtrend turning into uptrend) not 
only greatly improves the profitability of this system, but is also a warning system to 
protect profits and equity when trend-following. It is also important to keep in mind that 
when modified or tweaked, this multiple-time frame trading system can be utilized on 
shorter time frames as well such as longer time frames or intraday. 
 
Market Selection:  
 
As this system relies mainly upon technical analysis, it is important to select the market 
that will be the most appropriate for this system. For most technical analysis systems, it 
is important to select markets with adequate liquidity and volatility. As technical 
analysis is based on gauging and trading with usual market psychology, with a smaller 
and more illiquid market, it can be easier for individual parties to manipulate market 
with larger position, which might overshadow and manipulate overall market 
psychology and make technical analysis less useful. Illiquid markets usually are harder 
to trade because of price gaps can mean that slippage will add to trading costs and make 
the system less profitable. It is important to trade a market with sufficient volatility as 
well, it goes without saying that a system that trades mainly trends will benefit from a 
volatile market. Another aspect of this system that might benefit from a volatile market 
is that this system inherently trades market price swings. If given a choice of the size of 
target when practicing archery, usually the bigger the target, the easier it is to score, so it 
is far easier to profit from a volatile market with big swings in swing trading, because it 
provides a big target for profit. If one is to support himself by fishing, it is important to 
find a big river where the fish are big enough. So selecting stocks priced around 5 



dollars, where prices are only going higher or lower by 50 cents to 1 dollar at most does 
not really provide a big enough swing. A $5 stock has a greater chance of growing to 
$50 stock than a $80 stock growing to $800. But these are investment stocks, as a trader, 
it is best to look to take advantage of short term price swings. A good example would be 
stocks that make up the Dow Jones Index, with both high liquidity and volatility.  
 
An important note on indicator parameters: 
 
Regarding the parameters of each indicator, we have provided a general logical number 
to use, please realize that each market has a different temperament and is unique in its 
own ways, so adjusting the parameters of the indicators to best match the market and 
thus making the indicator function as intended is the trader’s responsibility. Yet, a 
general range or set of numbers have been provided here which pertains to most markets, 
there is a certain reason in the chosen parameters for the indicators to function properly, 
traders should feel free to adjust parameters to fit their markets, but be cautious if those 
number deviate too far from the parameters provided as doing so may tamper with the 
intended functionality of the indicator. For example a 22 day moving average is used to 
as a trend following indicator to detect trends and shifts in trends. Making the 22 day 
moving average into a 2 day moving average (a big adjustment) could make the moving 
average no longer a trend following indicator for traders who trade the daily chart as it 
excludes data from a longer time frame, traders should be aware that the parameters are 
tied to the functions the indicator is intended to provide and be moderate on the 
adjustments.  
 
Let us now go into the details of this trading methodology.  
 
Start with the longer time frame of weekly chart where each bar on the graph represents 
a week worth of price trending activity and apply trend following indicators to weekly 
chart. And make strategic decision to go short, long or stand aside. With 26 week EMA, 
realizing that 26 roughly equal to half a year worth of trading data, useful to determine 
the general trend. When the EMA rises, it confirms a bull move to go long or stand 
aside. When EMA falls, it confirms a bear move to go short or stand aside. MACD lines 
and histograms (Slopes of both the histogram and line) can be used to confirm the trend, 
but put more emphasis on the EMAs as they are more reliable for determining trends 
especially in the wider time frames. When both the EMA and MACD-Histogram slopes 
are in gear, this confirms a strong trend and allows you to take larger positions. One 
thing to keep in mind is that the divergences between weekly MACD-Histogram and 
prices are one of the strongest signals in technical analysis, so this one case where the 
trader can take trades against the direction of the EMA, other than this case it is safer to 
trade in the direction of the EMA. It is also important to realize the inter relations 



between markets, so one can monitor the EMA of the S&P 500 index and NASDAQ 
and observe how the overall trend of these big index influence the particular instruments 
you are trading.    
 
Then we zoom in on the daily charts, where each bar represents a day worth of trading 
activity and apply oscillators to look for trading opportunities in the direction of the 
long term trend. To briefly review oscillators which include Stochastic and Force Index, 
they indicate areas of overbought and oversold, yet we do not need to take every signal 
of overbought and oversold as entry signals, we first filter them through the trend of the 
weekly chart. When the weekly trend is up, wait for daily oscillators to fall, giving buy 
entry signal (oversold area). Buying dips are safer than chasing a wild rally. If the 
oscillator gives a sell signal (overbought) while weekly trend is up, you can use the 
signal to take profits on long positions, but do not sell short as it goes against the longer 
term trend. On the flip side of the coin, when the weekly trend is down, look for daily 
oscillators to rise, giving sell signals (overbought). Shorting during up weaves is safer 
than chasing new lows. When the daily oscillator gives buy signals (oversold), you can 
use it to take profits on short positions but do not go long on this signal as it is against 
the trend. We use the daily charts to set stops and make a go or no-go decision about 
every trade after weighing the level of risk versus potential gain.  
 
3-11 Exiting Trades 
 
Before even entering the markets, 3 factors must be crystal clear in the trader’s mind, 
and it is where to enter, where to take profits, and where to bail out in case conditions 
do not unfold as planned. Beginners focus energy on finding where to enter trades while 
professionals spend just as much energy on planning their exits. It is important to decide 
where to exit before taking on a position for largely two reasons.  
It allows you to objectively assess your risk to reward ratio, and make sure that you you 
do not risk more than you have to. For example you bought a stock priced at 20 dollars. 
If the profit target is $22 ($2 profit), but the stop loss is at $16 ($4 loss), the trader is 
risking $4 to make $2, a very risky trade. Another reason is psychological, when one has 
a position in the markets, the profit or loss of the position can tamper with most people’s 
emotions and states of mind winning makes people euphoric, and losing makes people 
miserable, and emotional ups and downs does not contribute to objectivity and logic 
when making decisions about trading. So making decisions before entering trades has 
its benefits. So, before entering into any trade, the trader should always set two specific 
price levels, a profit target and then a stop loss. We shall discuss these types of exit 
moves.  
 
3-12 Stop Loss 



 
Now, we will talk about the most important aspects of a trading methodology, it is 
called a Stop Loss mechanism. It is a safety net which limits the damage from any 
single bad trade. For example if you bought Apple computer's stocks at 100 USD, and 
you set a arbitrary stop loss at 85 USD, so no matter what happens, if the price hits 85 
USD, you sell out at market price no matter what (stop loss level setting depend on 
technical criteria of the market). A rock climber who does not use safety gear will not 
climb rocks for a long time, stop losses are the same for a trader, it is essential. The 
whole idea behind the stop loss is admitting that what is expected did not pan out, and 
the trader is admitting the market is going another way. While the market may indeed 
proceed in the direction the trader expects to, one must realize that there is a certain 
amount of random noise or volatility in the markets and if the stop loss is set within the 
noise of the market, the trader will get stopped out even if the market turn out to be 
going in the direction the trader expected. Hence traders must make sure that the stop 
loss is the place where he does not expect the market to go, if the price were to wander 
in the vicinity of the stop loss then the market is not doing what is expected, and so the 
trader gets out. On the other hand, traders must remember that stop loss size must be 
kept small enough so losses do not damage account size by too much, and also as most 
experienced traders know “good trades seldom go too far against us” (Tharp,2006). So 
the setting stop losses can be viewed as an art where it depends on the situation of the 
trade. As a part of money management, where protecting trading capital and profits is of 
the utmost importance is to set a steel clad rule that may not be violated is to take 
positions with size small enough so that the money lost on any stop level is 2% of the 
account. This ensures the survivability of the trader's account, and emphasizes the 
importance of risk management especially in the risky business of trading. This will be 
elaborated more in the money management section of the paper. Another iron-clad rule 
about the stop loss is that the trader may never move it wider to give more room for the 
price to swing. For example, trader bought Apple stocks at 100 USD and his initial stop 
loss was at 85, and now the stock fell to 88 USD, the trader still feels that the stock will 
go up, and is afraid to get stopped out, so he moves the stop loss down to 80 to give the 
stock more room to move. This is a grave mistake because not only it violates the 
discipline a trader should have and negates the meaning of a stop loss. On the other 
hand, the trader can be allowed to move the stop loss in the direction of the movement 
of the stock, especially for longer term trades (trades that last several days or even 
weeks), the protective stops need to be tightened with the passage of time and as the 
trade moves in your favor. This move allows the trader to minimize the loss of the stop 
loss if the trade does not go in the favor of the trader, and also by doing so it helps 
protect the trader's profit if there is any on the table. One can argue that adjusting stop 
losses closer to the market price is counter intuitive to allow the trade some “room” to 
move. Yet one must realize that the “room” to move is all based on the volatility 



experienced with respect to the current market price, so as long as the stop loss is a 
constant distance away from the market price, the trader is placing stops beyond the 
market volatility. There is a very interesting statement regarding stop losses in trading I 
strongly agree with “In trading, losing is winning. A professional trader’s job is to take 
small losses. Period. The idea is to keep the trading account intact for when the big 
moves come along. They will have maintained the bulk of their account to use on one of 
the few days when the markets really move.”(Carter,2006). So most of the time, the 
trader is executing his stop losses, until one day the big gain comes along, this shows 
how important stop losses and risk management are to traders.  
 
3-13 Profit Taking 
 

A good sign to tell a professional trader from an amateur is to observe how much 
time each spends on entries and exits. Beginners often focus on entries, while 
professionals spend as much time on entries as they spend on exits. The channel 
indicator's primary purpose is to provide profit taking targets based on market swings. 
There maybe numerous chart patterns in study, however in statistical studies, 
consistently confirm only one pattern – the tendency of prices to fluctuate above and 
below value reflects the upswings and downswings of the mood in the market. The 
emotional swings provide profiting opportunities. To briefly review, channels are lines 
that are parallel to the exponential moving average in the intermediate timeframe (daily 
chart in our case). An ideal channel line contain approximately 95% of the recent prices. 
The idea is to buy near the rising moving average, and to sell in the vicinity of the upper 
channel line. If we short near a falling moving average line, we can cover at the 
depressed level near the lower channel line. Channels provide good targets for profit 
taking. Profit taking does not need to be exact, one does not need to wait for the price to 
cross channels, he can take profits when price come in the vicinity of channel lines. A 
good way to anticipate whether if prices will reach the upper channel is to check in with 
the Force Index, if the 2 Day Force Index rises to a new high, it confirms the power of 
bulls and encourages traders to hold on until the prices hit the upper channel. If the 2 
day Force Index traces a bearish divergence, it shows that the rally is weak and it is 
advisable to grab profits fast. The magnitude of the profits and the consistency the 
trader manages to take profits measure the skill of the trader in this discretionary trading 
system. The secret to profiting from this trading system is to consistently rake in profits 
from the moving average to the channel.  
 
 
 

Sometimes price may linger and not get anywhere close to channel and may not 
fall to stop loss level, in the case like this, it may be favorable to not wait for the price to 



get close to channel levels, for these kind of trades, the signals of a 2 day EMA of Force 
Index can be used to exit trades while there is some profit left. If bought in an uptrend 
when the 2 day EMA of Force Index turns negative, you can sell when the 2 day EMA 
of Force Index turns positive. If shorted in a downtrend after 2 Day Force Index turns 
positive, cover when the Force Index turns negative.  
 

In trading, stop loss are a must with no exception. No amount of intelligence and 
analysis accuracy can save a trader from financial ruin if he does not use stop loss. One 
of the more famous example exists with the rise and fall of Long-Term Capital 
Management. It was a hedge fund owned and operated by a clutch of certified geniuses, 
including a former Salomon director, a former Fed governor, and two Nobel Prize 
winners. These people were too smart to use stop losses, and the rest was history as the 
down fall of Long-Term Capital Management required the intervention of the Federal 
Reserve to prevent disrupting world markets. Placing stops is an art form of delicate 
balance. You want it close enough to protect your capital, yet far enough to not get 
stopped out by meaningless market volatility. Placing stops where it is not likely to get 
hit includes avoiding the usual locations that people place stops. Such as a stop below 
the latest low when long and above the latest high when short.  
 

There should be two inputs in placing stops. One is technical analysis, which 
consists of the techniques we have discussed in this paper so far. We place stops in a 
level where we think the market is “not likely” to go and if price were to be at that level, 
then it means that our original forecast of the market is wrong, and it is time to  cut 
losses fast. The second input into placing stop loss lies in money management. Which 
means the amount of money lost if the stop loss were reached for each trade at each 
time can never exceed 2% of the total equity amount. This will be discussed in further 
detail in the following section of money management. 
 
 
3-14 Money management 
 

Almost anyone can make a few winning trades, but few can grow equity. The goal 
of being a successful trader is to consistently grow profits over an extended period of 
time. Money management make sure the trader stays alive long enough in the market to 
grow equity consistently. Money management is the craft of managing your trading 
capital with a goal of accumulating and growing equity, namely survival and prosperity. 
It functions primarily by minimizing loss and damage and maximizing gains on winning 
trades. Money management in some people’s opinions “accounts for most of the 
variations in performance of various money managers. It is the most important aspect of 
designing any trading system” (Tharp,2006). While I am personally willing to argue that 



even with the best position sizing, if analysis accuracy is not high enough, the system 
will eventually end up losing money, but nevertheless, money management is always an 
essential element in any successful trading system.  
 

The trading system we have discussed so far gives you an edge in the market, so 
the probability of you winning is greater than losing. To phrase this in another way is 
that the system has positive expectancy. For example, assuming that each time some 
trader traded the capital gained or lost is equal, and even if the trader wins only 51 times 
out of every 100 times he traded, he will still have an edge. In the case where the 
winnings and losses of each trade is not equal, positive expectancy means if your 
trading method is executed over many times, the sum of the winnings will be greater 
than the losses. It is important to keep in mind that no matter how great one's money 
management is, if his system has negative expectancy (where his losses are greater than 
gains overtime) then he will slowly lose equity no matter what. Yet having a positive 
expectancy and following money management rules mean that you are raking in money 
like a casino because the odds are slightly in your favor. Occasionally you may lose, yet 
for the long term, you earn money because of the slight edge. Money management 
basically makes sure your bets are small enough so that you survive long enough to 
realize your edge in the market, and not lose too much equity from any one particular 
trade. Amateur traders try to strive to spectacular gains but never think about long term 
survival. Serious professionals think first about minimizing losses and steadily growing 
equity.  
 

The market can destroy a trader’s equity in two ways, one is a huge single position 
loss. The other is many small losses that pile up over a number of trades. The former is 
like a big shark bite, and the latter are like nibbles from a pack of piranhas, both are 
lethal and both will require specific protection.  
 
2% solution- Protection from Sharks 
 

A most common pattern for losing traders is that some traders make 30 or more 
profitable trades in a row, and the traders think they are in a winning streak and 
overtrades. This is precisely when the trader gets wiped out, not only is all of his profits 
from the 30 previous trades are gone, the damage even spread to his original equity. A 
good system gives you a positive expectancy and therefore an edge in the long run, but 
due to the randomness in the markets, any trade could potentially turn out to be a loss. 
Technical analysis determines where you should place your stops, limiting loss based on 
market price patterns, limiting your loss per share. Money management rules determine 
how much equity to commit to each trade, so that with any single trade, the possible loss 
is always just limited to a small fraction of the trading account. For example, the trading 



account is $50,000, and you decide to buy a stock valued at $20. You have a profit 
target of $26, and a stop loss at $18, risking $2 per share. How many shares are you 
allowed to buy with the 2% rule? The way to go about calculating this share number 
begins with considering how much you have as trading money. Assuming the account is 
worth $50000, 2% of that is $1000. $1000 dollar is the most that you can lose on this 
trade. So, buying at $20 and putting a stop at $18 means you will risk $2 per share. You 
then divide $1000 of total risk capital by the risk per share of $2, where you will get 500 
shares. This is the maximum number of shares you can take in this trade, theoretically. 
In practice, it must be lower than 500 shares to take into account of commissions and 
unforeseeable slippage where in the case the stop order does not allow you to get a fill 
of the price you desire. So in this case, 450~400 shares is a good upper limit of shares 
for this trade. One may think that 2% is a number too small, yet be assured that Mr. 
Schwager who interviewed many successful traders said in his book that “Almost all the 
great traers I interviewed felt that money management was even more important than 
the trading method.” And of the most concrete risk control rules, Mr. Schwager 
mentioned to never Risk more than 1 to 2 percent of your capital on any 
trade.(Schwager,1997).  
 

The beauty of this money management method is that it adjusts with your current 
performance. So you measure the account value on the first day of each month, and you 
go by that value’s 2% for the risk capital for each trade for the entire month. If you 
perform well this month, the amount you may risk next month will go up, and if 
performance is not satisfactory, the amount you can risk will be reduced.  
 

Even if one abides by the 2% rule religiously, he may consecutively lose 2% after 
2%, very much like the tiny bites of the piranha, slowing but surely nibbling the equity 
away. To prevent this from happening, a trader needs the 6% rule to protect himself 
from the piranhas. We have the 2% rule to save us from a single gigantic disastrous loss, 
while the 6% rule will protect us from a string of losses.  
 

The 6% rule states that whenever the value of the account dips 6% below its 
closing value at the end of last month, stop trading for the rest of this month. This 
requires the trader to calculate his equity each day, including cash, and current market 
positions in the account. And as soon as the equity dips 6% below where the account 
was on the last day of the previous month, exit all positions if there is any left and never 
enter another position for the rest of the month. To guarantee that the maximum monthly 
drawdown on the account is always equal or less than 6%, the maximum of asset at risk 
can never go over 6%. So if a trader always risks 2% of his capital on each trade, then 
the maximum number of positions he can have at one time is 3. If a trader always risk 
1% on each trade, then he can have a maximum of 6 positions at one time. If a trader 



loses 2% of equity on one trade, the total monthly allowance for him to lose is turned 
from 6% to 4% (6-2%). If a trader enters and exits a trade with profit, the 2% risk 
capital he used can now be used on another trade in that month. As with the 2% rule, the 
6% rule increases the size of your bets when you are winning and reduces the size of the 
bet when you are losing. This stop loss rule was actually derived from. Schwager’s 
suggestion to take a breather from trading once one loses around 10% of his account, I 
limited down to 6% due to a beginner’s need for more frequent self-observation.  
 

In the beginning, it is always wise to start small and gradually build up. As stakes 
and risks go up, our ability to perform goes down. Survival comes before earning money, 
so always trade small to learn the game and gradually increase bet sizes and monitor 
results, if results are negative when risk goes up, drop back to the previous level and 
achieve more consistency before moving another level up. Trading is like scuba diving 
for sunken treasure. As you scoop up the treasure from the ocean floor it is essential to 
check your air supply. How much treasure can you pick up without endangering your 
survival? A professional treasure diver always checks his air supply first (his survival), 
if he doesn’t get any treasure today, he will go again tomorrow. What is most important 
is to survive today to dive again tomorrow.  
 
The proper steps for money management are as follows.  
 
1. Measure the account value on the first of each month, the total of cash, and open 

positions 
2. Calculate 2% of the total equity, this is the maximum the trader may risk on any 

given trade.  
3. Calculate 6% of the total equity, this is the maximum the trader is permitted to lose 

in any given month, if the 6% is reached, the trader must close out all trades and 
stop trading for the rest of the month.  

4. For every trade, calculate the distance between the entry point and stop loss and 
express the distance as risked dollar per share. 

5. Divide 2% of your equity by the risk per share to find how many shares the trader 
may trade.  

6. Calculate the risk on all open positions by multiplying the distance from the entry 
price to the stop loss point by the number of shares. If the total risk is 4% of the 
account or less, you can add another position, since the added 2% of the current 
trade would bring the total asset at risk to a maximum of 6%.  

7. Put on a trade only after all the previous conditions have been met.  
 

We have discussed the basic building blocks of a trading system, basic technical 
analysis, a handful of technical indicators, money management, and application of a 



sample trading system that looks at different time frames to make decisions, and 
different rules for entry and exit. We must still come back to the fact that each 
individual is unique with different judgments and so require an individualized trading 
plan to succeed. The discretionary system we talk about in this paper comprises of a few 
unbreakable rules along with more flexible recommendations that call for an exercise of 
judgment by the trader. The judgment of the trader always depends on his psychology, 
so we now go explore the final piece of the puzzle for trading success; Trader 
Psychology. 
 


